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A high resolution aeromagnetic survey was flown north of Fun 
McMunay in nonhem Athena where the deplh to Precambrian tnse- 
menl is shalluw. The objective of the survey was to map the fulting 
patterns in the crystalline basement and the sedimenlr lying ahow il. 
The magncdc suurccs in the survey arm. king relatively close Lo the 
magncamekr. produce smng magnetic anomalies. The shallow 
magnetic sources, combined with high-quality survey specifications 
(tight he spacing. low ground clearance and careful flight tine lev- 
cling). make first and second vertical derivatives rfkctivr fur lniip~ 
ping lulh and conk% NE-SW and NW-SF. hulls are obacrved to 
off’sa north+outh iineaments associated with basement shearing and 
li,hologic c”ntactS. The NW-SE faults uwser the NE-SW hubs. pru- 
viding evidence that the NW hits are the younger of the two sets. 
These two fault directions are cummon throughout nurlhcm Alhma. 
buL tu our knuwlcdgc this is the first Lime their relative age could he 
deternlirlcd. 

A high resolution aeromagnetic (HRAM) survey was 
tlown north of Fort McMurray in northern Alberta (Fig. I), 
where the depth to Precambrian basement is shallow (less 
than 600 m below the ground surface). The objective of the 
survey was to map magnetic features in the crystalline base- 
ment and the overlying sediments of the Western Canada 
Sedimentary Basin and to delineate faulting patterns within 
these two distinct units. The Taltson Magmaric Arc (large 
red coloured magnetic zone in Fig. 2). a highly magnetic ter- 
mm, underlies the survey iirea enccpt at the extreme eastern 
edge. For reference, the Syncrude plant is locutcd just south 
of the survey area. Although numerous shallow wells have 
been drilled within the area for tar sand exploration. few of 
the holes have casing so cultural contamination is minimal. 
The data were edited and leveled and then used to gcnerntc B 
variety of map and profile outputs. This paper is devoted to a 
discussion of how these products were generated and used to 
determine the faulting patterns within the region. 

A total of 23,013 line kilometres of data were collected by 
World Geoscience during the summa of 1997. The survey 
was flown in drape mode using differential GPS at an aver- 
age ground clearance of 100 m. Traverse line spacing was 
300 m in the east-west direction and 600 m for the north- 
south tie lines. 

Survey Index Map 

Fig. 1. Map showing the location of the survey area in nwthern 
Alberta. The dashed line is the approximate location of the 
MagProbe profile discussed in Fig. 6. 
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Total Field (GSC) 

Fig. 2. Blowup of the Geologica Survey of Canada’s regional aeromaqnetic map of Alberta showing the area encompassing 
(Geophysical Data Centre, 1997). 

The aclquisition aircraft was fitted with a stinger mwmtcd. 
Scintrex W201 H-8 optically pumped, cesium vapor magne- 
tometer with il snmplc intcrwll of 0.1 scwnd (cquivalcnt to a 
sample intewnl on the g~)und between 6 m and 8 mi. 
Aircraft navigation was carried nut using il GPS rcccixr unit 
coupled to a real-time differential C;PS system. The resulting 
corrected position data were fed to hoth a navigation con 
puter and a data acquisition computer. The output of the nav- 
ifation computer was used for I-eal-time navigation by the 
pilot in X.. Y and Z IO i~llow Ilying a preplanned drape sur- 
face. The data on tape was combined with Ihc rccordcd C;PS 
base stillion data Lo provide a post-processed diffcrcntinlly 
corrected flight path with an cslimatcd accunc~ ofi 5 !n or 
betler. 

the 

A diurnal hasc station using a Scintren H-X magne~omrter 
wils maintained in a magnetically quiet location near ~hr sur- 
vey area to ensure that data were not acquired during mag- 
nclically noisy periods. The data were adjusted by the con- 
tractor to compcnsatc for diurnal variations. The 
gcomagnctic activity was observed to he low. and no mag- 
nctic stems were noted during the survey. 

Data procrssing also included a correction for the gcw 
magnclic gradient using Ihc Inlcrnnlional Gcomagnctic 
Reference Field (IGRF) at the exact fimc and position of 
each data point. 

CULTC’RAL EDITIUG 

Cultural editing of the leveled and corrected magnetic data 
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Total Field Map 

Athabasca Project 

Fig. 3. Total magnetic field map after reduction to the pole, leveling and cultural editing. Diurnal and IGRF corrections have been applied. as weil as 
a filter to reduce high-frequency noises The data were gridded at a spacing of 100 m. 

from World Geoscience was carried out by Geophysical 
Exploration & Development Corporation (GEDCO). The 
ma&n&c data were first &ridded at 100 m. A hi&frrequcncy 
filtcrcd grid of the magnetic data was plotted at 1:30,000 to 
assist in I:he cultural editing process. Localions of known 
wells. pipelines. culture and tlight lines were superimposed 
on the filtzrrd magnetic data. The videotapes from thr down- 
ward Iook~ing camera mounted on the aircraft were carefully 
rcxjicwcd, and any coincidcncc bctwccn man-made culture 
and these high-frequency magnetic anomalies was noted and 
plotted on the map. This approach gives a two-dimrnsional 
perspective of the cultural anomaly so that editing can be 
consistent on adjacent lines. 

Prolile!, of the survey data were carefully examined using 
a workstation. Sections of the profile contaminated by cul- 
tural si@ were removed. and il smooth function was intcr- 
polated BCTOSS the resulting pap to obtain ii continuous pn,- 
file. Hassan. et al. (IYYX, thi\ issue) discuss various 
approachszs to cultural editing. including some cxanplcs 
from this ,data set. 

In area:; with sienificunt cultural contamination relevrlinf 

is required bccausc the mis-ties at tie line/traverse lint intcr- 
sections are disturbed by the removal and/or smoothing 01 
cultural anomalies. In this survey there was rslarively littlc 
culture to remove. Although many shallow wells were ind- 
czrtcd on the map. most had ,,o wing and hcncc bad no 
mafinctic cffcct on the data. Consequently. no releveline wa\ 
required. 

PK0cwss1N.c 

The leveled and culturally edited data were filtcrcd to 
tcmwc any hi&frcqucncy noise that may contaminate the 
derintive maps. The data wcrc then reduced to the pole 
using the following values of the earth’s magnetic field in 
the survey area: magnitude = SO,‘)45 nT: declination = 20.2” 
and inclination = 79.3”. Reduction to the pole applies a 
phase shift to ccntcr the magnetic anomalies over their 
cauwtivc hodies. In northern latitudes magnetic positives are 
shifted slightly northward by this process. The rcsultine total 
magnetic field map is presented in Figure 3. This eridded 
data set was suhscqucntly used to gcncrate handpass. deriva- 
tive. upward continued and separation filter map\. a\ well a\ 
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Fig. 4. Second vetiicai derwative map of the total magnetic flelc (Fig 3) with sun shading from the nonhwest. This shading highlights NE-SW linea- 
merits. The white arrows point to the locations of some of the WSW-ENE lineaments; fhe double white arrows point to the location of some of the 
NE-SW lineaments; and the yellow arrows point to some of the NW-SE lineaments. The NW-SE lineaments do nol show up well on this image 
because #of the northwesterly illumination. The major NE-SW lineament highlighted by the double white arrows is offset in a left latera sense by a 
NW-SE fault just to the SW at the center double white arrow. 

comhin;i.lions of these. Sun shading was applied 10 several 
filtered map\ to enhance pxticular lincamrn~~. Although 
mmy dil’rrrrnr filters were ;~pplicd. WC shall discuss onI>: lhc 
following in this paper: 

I. The cecond vertical dcrivaivs of the mqnetic d;w is 
an cl’kctive t~11 I’or focusing on shallow (short wave- 
length) lnagnetic futures. Sun posiliiming from the 
nc~rrheast ;md northwcsf was wed to cnhilncc nr,l-lh- 
wcs1 and norlhcat lineamcn& respectively. Figure 4 is 
nn cnnmple of sun shadins from the northwcs[. 

2. A cascaded Go~~~sev filter (Goussev filter of a 200-000 
m separ;ltion filter) was applied 10 the mapnctic dat;~ 10 
rnhanoe edgrs ofcontacl\ :md lineamcnw (Fig. 5). The 
separation filter (Jacohxn. I YX7) locu~es on imomi~- 
lit:s ol-iginating .just hclow the top or Ihe tkcamhriw 
baemsnt and within the sediments ,just ahovc the 
basement. The Goussev filler reduces noise and shnrp- 
erjs the location or magnctircd faultr/contacl~ x~d 

othcl- m;!gnrt!c lincilmcnls. It ii a kxhnique based <XI 
cascadinp cutilir gradient filtcrh (see C;ousscv CI al., 
I YYX. this isue, for fwlhcr ~a:m~ples :rnd discussion). 

In addition to image processing. depth estimates using 
Werner and Euler &convolution t Wemcr. lYS3: Jain. lY7h: 
Thompson. IYX2: Ku and Sharps. IYX3: Reid CL a.. IYYO) 
were made on eves-y prolilc with the \pccilic <rbjrcti\;c (11 
mapping f,wlC/cunt;x~ lineamcnfs. 

I\.rEHI’KI.:rhTIoN 

Stronp magnetic sources in the shallow hasemcn~ cum- 
hincd with the hi+resolution axmqnetic survey. provide 
iln idcal opportunity Itr use second vrrticill dcriurix maps 
effectively. Ikrivalivc maps enhance shallow (short have- 
length) mayciic feawrcs a well as any Inoi\e in the dau 
Fwtunately noise is weahcl- than the magn&c wu~‘ces in thih 
snrvcy. The del-ivativc map,s can thcrrlwc hr u,wd 10 shxpcn 
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Bandpassed (150-750m) Goussev Filter of 
200 to 600m Separation Filter 

Athabasca Project nT/m 

Fig. 5. Cascaded Goussev filter map of the total magnetic field (Fig 3). A separation filter of ~00-600 m (Jacobsen, 1987) was applied to the mag- 
netic field before the Goussev filter. The separation filter focuses on magnetic sources in the shallow basement and sediments. The Goussev filter 
sharpens magnetic contacfs and ofher lineaments and is similar to gradient operators. A bandpass of 150-750 m was applied after the Goussev iii- 
ter. 

the edges of megnelic anomalies and to better define lhcir 
location. ‘The cascaded Goussrv filler with a separation filtct 
of 200 to 600 m is also effective at enhancing sho~1 wake- 
length (sh,alluw, basement and sediment) magnetic fc~~h~res. 

Many northerly trending magnetic lineaments are visible 
on the second vertical derivative and cascaded Goussev filter 
maps (Figs. 4 and 5). The lineaments prohahly follow lilho- 
logic contacrs in the hawncnt and/or basement shearing 
trends. Northcasl-southwest and northwcjl-southeas;t fault 
trends can he seen tu offset lhr northerly trending lincamcnts 
nwre clearly on the second vertical derivative map than on 
the cascaded Goussev filter map. On the cascaded Gw\sev 
filter mq these faults tend to show up a\ weak discontinu- 
ities in the north-south lineamcnts. The northeast-soothwcst 
fault going Srom the lower left corner uS the map tu the uppa 
right coroner is a major feature that can cvcn he traced on the 
mtal magnetic tield map (Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows Ihe north- 
west trending faults offsetting the northeast trending f&lts in 

,‘Ib,,i 

this area. indicating the northu’est-s~,utheast fuuls arc Ihc 
younger uf the two sets. These two &It directions arc con- 
man throughout norlhern Alberta (O’Connell. IYY4: WI-ight 
er al.. lYY3: Ross ct al.. lYY4). bul Ihi\ i:. the only example 
UC know of where their relative age can he dctermincd. This 
information can hc used to infer the relative age of the same 
fault trends further tu the wcjl. A few approximately east- 
wed faults can also he seen on the second xrtic;d derivative 
map. 

Depths estimated from Werner deconvolulion (Werner. 
lYS3) were obtained from both the total magnclic field and 
the horizontal gradienl uf the magnetic field. Depth csti- 
mates obtained from the tolal field assume rhe magnetic 
body is a thin dipping dike. while depth estimates ohtainrd 
from the ho!-izontal pradicnt assume the magnetic hody is a 
contacl between two geological rock unils 01‘ different sui- 
ceptihility. Bolh models assume the strike dircclion of the 
magnetic body is infinite. 
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Fig. 6. Example of an east-west profile showing depth estimates computed from Euler and Werner deconvolution. The upper profiles are the total 
magnetic field (black line) and several gradient traces (coloured lines). In the depth section, the red depth solutions are from Werner deconvolution 
and the green from Euler estimates. The light blue horizontal line is the measured flight profile of the aircraft. and the dark blue horizontal line is the 
topography along the profile. The blue vertical lines are interpreted intra-sedimentary faults, and the red vertical lines are interpreted basement 
faults/ contacts. The sub-horizontal black line is the interpreted Precambrian sudace. The horizontal orange lines are interpreted magnetic bodies in 
the basement. The well (09.34.094.14W4) shown in the figure is projected from approximately 6 km north onto this profile. Precambrian basement at 
the well is at a depth of 186 m below sea level. The location of this line is given in Fig. 1. 

In theory, Werner deconvolution should provide an esti- Our modeling has shown that the depth estimates (in both 
mate of the depth to the top of the magnetic body (thin dike vertical and lateral directions) are directly related to the shape 
or contact). Extensive modeling (Peirce et al., in press; also and distribution of magnetization. We have observed that 
see Fig. 1 of Goussev et al., this volume) of a variety of dif- depth solutions spread out along the depth extent of dikes and 
ferent bodies, however, has shown that depth solutions are contacts, either when the magnetization is depth-dependent 
spread out in the vertical direction for models with heteroge- and/or the magnetic body is non-vertical. Apparently the 
nous magnetization. In the special case where the body is depth solutions cluster around the tops of a number of short 
uniformly magnetized and vertical, the depth solutions clus- segments that make up the magnetic body. These short seg- 
ter or are smeared out over some distance near the top of the ments appear to represent segments of constant magnetiza- 
body. The amount of spreading appears to depend on several tion and/or equivalent vertical segments of a non-vertical 
factors: 1) the choice of deconvolution parameters; 2) the body. The deconvolution parameters used in the modeling 
amount of noise; 3) the distribution of magnetisation within were the same as those used on field data, so a direct cornpar- 
the magnetic body; and 4) the shape of thr magnetic body. ison could be made between model and real data. 
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Total Field Map 
(Upward Continued 1000 m) 

Athabasca Project 

Fig. 7. Upward c~ntin”ation oi the magnetic field (Fig. 3) by ,000 m. 

Euler depth solutions (Reid at al., IYYO) were obtained 
from the total magnetic field. The depth estimates should 
again provide an estimate of the depth 10 the top of the mag- 
netic hod:y The actual depth also depends on the choice 01 
the structural index “11” that appears in the theorerical devel- 
opment of the Euler method (n can have values hetwccn 0 to 
7). Higher values of the structural index (2 to 3) are more 
rcpresentaCve of two- and three-dimensional magnetic hod- 
ies, while lower values (0.5 TV 1.5) arc nwrc rcprcscn~alive 
of contacts and faults. Rcgxdlcss of the choice of structural 
index. our modeling has shown the depth cstimatcs still 
spread out along the depth cxtcnt of magnetic dikes and cow 
tacts in a manner vrry similar to the Werner depth cstimatcs. 

Modcling has shown that a relationship exists hctwccn the 
distribulion of depth solutions and the magnetic bodies thal 
produce thcsc diwibulions. We therefore helievc that the 
dislribution of depth SOIU~~~~S (f<)r example the red and blue 
lines on Fig. 6) cau outline the approximate shape and cxtcnl 
of magnetic bodies. 

Intro-sedimentary faults interpreted from the depth solu- 

lion profiles gcncrally Ibllo~~ the direction of mapped hase- 
ment faults. although they are nor necessarily coincident. 
Authigcnic pyrrhotitc forming in fractures may he a pcxsihle 
caux of magnetic features ashociatrd wilh the inlra-xdi- 
mentary faults (Peirce et al., 1998). 

Figure 6 is an cxamplc 01‘ a depth cstimatc pmfilc fi,r au 
east-west flight line. A well near the western end of thix line 
(00.34.OY4- 14W4). which rcachcd Prccamhrian hascmcnt at 
il drplh of IX6 m below sea level, provides depth control. 
The well was projected approximately 6 km south onto the 
line. The horizantal black lint at depths betwren 320 111 and 

50 m helow XV level is the intcrprctcd Prccamhrian SLIT- 
fxc. The discrepancy belween the interpreted depth to base- 
lmcnl (approximately 320 m below sea level) and the depth 
to basement from the well (I X6 m helow sea Icvcl) is not that 
unusual for magnetic depth estimation since the accurxy of 
the interpreted depth to bascmcnt is i SO m al hc~l. 
Combine this with the fact the basement gradient is quite 
large iu this arca; thu\ over a distance of 6 km the basement 
depth can change by up to 100 m. On the other hand. the 
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Second Vertical Derivative Map of 
Upward Continued Total Field (Fig. 7) 

Athabasca Project 

Fig. 8. Second verlical derivative 01 the upward continued magnetic field (Fig 7)~ 

well depth 10 hasemcnl was used to control the intwpreted 
basement depth fbr those I-egions of magnetic profiles that 
were close to the well. 

We have developed the indicators below to dctcrmine the 
depth CO rhc Precambrian hasanent using Euler and Werns~- 
depth solutions. 

I. A XL oi depth cslimatss that map out horizontally 
akq a surface “car the expecuxl depth to hnsemrnt. 

2. Frxpenrly there is a small %onc with no dcplh wlu- 
tinm jusl above the basr~r~ent (typically 100-200 m in 
thickness). 

3. Deeper fuult\ within the hasemenl stop abruptly along 
a ,.urface “car the expected depth to basement. 

4. Shallower- faults within Ihe sediments stop ahl-uptly 
hng it surhce nriw the rxpectcd dcplh 10 h;lscmcnl. 

5. Baremcnt faults somelimes dip in one dircclion, and 
the associated intro-sedimentary faults dip in a differ- 
ent direction. These dips xc dctel-mined from the trace 
of the depth solutions. 

Akr the Prrr;m~hrian surfxe i\ intcrprcled. the faulty and 

a~ntack can he identified 3s basement or inua~sedinlental-y. 
Scvcral hori~ontnl magnnic bodies within Ihe hasemcnt xc 
delincakd by the dcplh estimates (the horizons coloured 
orange are in the hasemcnt. and the horizon\ coloured hluc 
are in Ihc scdimrntr). These regions may contain sources 01 
mineralizcd fluids that can move upwxd along hascmcnl 
faults into the sediments (Peircr et al.. 1998). Similar fcca- 
furcs appear within the sedimentary package. perhaps sug 
gcsting that magnetiring fluids may move horizontally OUL- 
ward from the intwscdimentary faults. 

Intra-sedimentary faults: I) may hc coincident with hase- 
ment fkults; 2) may hc present where ~hcl.e are ,n(, h;ucmrm 
faults: and 3) may no, he present whcrc lhsre we hascmrnt 
faults. All three of thcsc situations occur in the survey area. 
These different conditions furnish infkmation ahoul fault 
eencsis and relatix ages that may help to interpret basement 
and scdimrntary structure and CO drtrl-mint tluid migmtim 
pathways. 

As mentioned earlier this data set provides information on 
faulting palterns xx1 relative agrs because the magnetic 
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sources are close to the magnetometer and the magnetic data 
is of high quality. Figure 7 illustrates what happens to the 
magnetic field after upward continuing the magnetic data in 
Figure 3 to 1000 m (1100 m above the ground). This is 
equivalent to having an additional 1000 m of non-magnetic 
sediments overlying the present surface. The data now looks 
smoother and more regional. Interestingly, the upward con- 
tinued data appears to contain more detailed information 
than the GSC data in Figure 2 which was collected 300 m 
above the ground. We believe this is due to the much closer 
traverse line spacing and 3: I traverse/control line ratio in our 
detailed survey as compared with several kilometre spacing 
of traverse lines with only a few control lines for the 
regional CiSC survey. Figure 8 is the second vertical deriva- 
tive of the upward continued magnetic field. Much of the 
detail evident in Figure 4 is last when the magnetic sources 
are 1000 m further from the magnetometer. The notiheast- 
southwest fault mentioned earlier is still visible but some of 
the more subtle east-west and northwest-southeast 
faults/contacts are attenuated. 

This exercise demonstrates the drterioretion of the mag- 
netic structural information with increasing distance between 
the magnetic sources and the magnetometer. Note upward 
continuation by 1000 m is not the same as flying over an 
area where there is an additional 1000 m of sediments above 
the basement that contain magnetic sources. In this case the 
magnetic sources within the shallower sediments could pro- 
duce strong magnetic anomalies. 

The strong magnetic sources, combined with high-quality 
acquisition and processing, produced an aeromagnetic data 
set that was of exceptionally high quality for interpretation. 
Fault trends and relative age relationships could be deter- 
mined from the vertical derivative maps because the noise 
was signi,ficantly reduced and magnetic lineaments were 
clearly observed in the data. 

Upward continuing the data by 1000 m illustrates how 
magnetic data can change from detailed to general, depend- 
ing on the average distance from magnetic sources. 
Comparison of the angina1 and the upward continued second 
vertical derivative maps (Figs. 4 and 8) illustrates this point 
quite well. Although much of the magnetic detail is lost, the 
overall structural trends still remain. 

This study emphasires the importance of flying at the 
minimum ground clearance possible. It also demonsuatcs 
that closer line spacing with more control lines can provide 
more detailed information even at a regional level. 

The high-quality magnetic data provided the first pub- 
lished evidence, at least to our knowledge, for the relative 
age of the NE-SW and NW-SE fault trends in northern 
Alberta. Such information could provide important con- 
straints for petroleum and mineral exploration within the 
arca. Finally the Euler and Werner depth estimates give 
additional constraints on the depth to the Precambrian bese- 
ment and on the location of basement and intra-sedimentary 
faults and magnetic bodies. 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE AEROMAGNETIC EXPERIMENTAL SURVEY IN THE EROMANGAJCOOPER BASIN 

IRENA KIVIOR’ AND DAVID BOYD” 

ABSTRACT 

Developments over the last decade in the measurement, record- 
iog, processing and interpretation ofthe earrh’s magnetic liehi have 
signiticantly extended the scope of zeromagnetic surveys 85 a tool in 
the exploration for hydrocahbons. Two principal methods are used in 
the process of analysis and interpretation of Ihe magnetic field: 
energy spectral analysis applied to the grid data. and automatic 
curw matching applied to the located profile data. Etfective inter- 
pretation of any data set depeen& on the use o‘appr”pnate methods 
m a systematic manner. The interpretation 0I aeromagnetic survey 
data “Yer ,he sedimentary hasin is carried o”t in SeVeral stages. I, is 
important to establish the magnetic character of the sedimem and 
baremenr rocks in planning an interpretation. It is neccsary to deters 
mine the regional magnelic character of the area by applying energy 
spectral analysis to Ihe total magnetic intensity data set. Application 
of the automiltic curve fitting merhod to the line data provides 
results cmcming the sedim”tary Serfi”” and Ikeper parts of tile 
basin where control is provided by drill hole or seismic survey infor- 
mation (calibration with seismic). 

An experimenLal aeromagnetic survey flown over parts of the 
Eromanpa Basin and Cooper Buin as part of the South Australian 
Exploration tnitiative in 1993 shows that magnetic layers in the sedib 
menbuy rocks make this an appropriate area for exploration using 
more detailed aeromagnetic surveys. It was possible to delineate 
basement highs and troughs in a weakly magnedc basement, tu 
detect major structures within the basement. fo foollow magnetic 
horizons within the sedimentary section and to pick out full and 
joint patterns in the sediments. While the resolution uf structures 
obtained from interpretation uf the aeromagneric data is limited, it is 
clear from comparison that they are consistent with those derived 
from areas wirh clossly spaced seismic lines. In are586 whcrr the 
basement is weakly magnetic and deeper than abuuL 1.5 km. or 
where the aeromagnetic interpretation is being used to delineate 
magnetic layers within the sedimentary section, Lhe methods dis- 
cussed here are more effective when they are used to interpulatc 
between widely space* seismic lines. 

In 1993 an aeromagnetic survey (Fig. 1) was flown by the 
South Australian Department of Mines and Energy, and 
Santos L.td. in an area (referred to as B5) west of Moomba in 
the northeastern part of South Australia. The B5 survey was 
conducted to test the contribution of a high-resolution aero- 
magnetic survey to the exploration for hydrocarbons in an 

area where the geology was well documented. The centre of 
the L-shaped area is 139” 30’E and 28” IO’S (Fig. 1). The 
survey was flown at a height of 70 m above ground level 
with a line spacing of 200 m in the northwest (an area 30 km 
by 30 km) and a line spacing of 400 m elsewhere (an area 30 
km by 55 km); the tie line spacing was 1250 m. The flight 
line direction is 35” west of north. Total magnetic intensity 
(TMI) was measured with a noise level of less than 0.25 nT 
and the data were micro-levelled to provide the highest qual- 
ity data possible. A gamma ray spectmmeter recorded the 
gamma ray flux OY~T the region. 

Frears and Tucker (I 994) brought together the results of a 
number of studies of the area covered by the survey. Their 
report included a list of magnetic susceptibility measurements 
of different lithological horizons of the Mesozoic sediments 
and the underlying basement. This report also included a 
series of “pseudo-depth slices”, structural studies relating the 
magnetic anomalies from different depths and the structures 
corresponding to known oil and gas fields, and a compilation 
of basement faults determined from seismic data. There are 
also presented results of two separate studies estimating the 
depth of the underlying magnetic basement using conven- 
tional modelling of magnetic anomalies and Euler deconvolu- 
tion. The susceptibility information shows that the magnetic 
layers determined from analysis of the magnetic anomalies 
correspond to magnetic sedimentary layers. 

Two methods have been found to he exceedingly effective 
in defining geological structures within the sedimentary sec- 
tion: energy spectral analysis applied to the grid data, and 
automatic curve matching applied to profile data. Spectral 
methods are used to identify the depth of the principal mag- 
netic units in a region. From this analysis the optimum 
parameters are set to get the greatest amount of detailed 
information from the automatic curve matching method. 

THE PRINCIPIXS OF SPECTRAI. ANALYSIS 

Energy spectral analysis provides a technique for quantite- 
tive studies of large and complex aeromagnetic data sets. 
The principles of the method are based on the fundamental 
work done by Bhattacharyya (1965, 1966a. l966b). and 
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